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By RUSSELL B.
the use of airplanes by tho
States Navy and the rapid
made In flying from the
decks of battleships comes the plan for the
use of planes on board all ocean liners. For
the last three years planes have been In use
on board our war vessels and those of England. Scout planes, as used on land with
the landing chassis Instead of the pontoons, art. used regularly In the United
States fleet. These planes "hop" from the
deck and from specially constructed runways over the big gun turrets. These runways are about 160 feet long and are Just
wide enough to accommodate the plane. It
requires only fifty feet for one of these
planes to Ret sufficient headway to clear
and make a successful hop Into the air.
With the regular transatlantic air service
In the future the use of planes on board
transatlantic vessels will greatly facilitate
and speed up the mails and other important
matters which now depend upon the speed
of the vessel in crossing and docking.
An
ocean liner equipped with, these planes could
cut down the mail time overseas to approxihours, and this with
mately forty-eigease.
These gigantic vessels have far better
facilities for launching aircraft from their
decks than the ordinary man o' war, and
they need not be specially constructed for
this purpose. A portable runway can be
constructed on the upper structure of tho
vpssel from which these planes can toe
launched with ease. Passengers desiring to
cross quickly and who are willing to pay
extra for this service can be landed far in
advance of the vessel's schedule.
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placed In the plane and the mechanic has
everything tuned up for action. The plane
Is secured for sea in much the same manner

and a plane shooting off from the turret ot
creates no more interest
a dreadnought
among the men of our fleet than the passing of a train on shore. There is no reason why these planes used on board vessels
at sea would not prove u success from a
commercial point of view, and the coming
.f the transatlantic air lines would HOI need
alter the usefulness of alrcrHft on ocean
liners, but would Increase their value. Especially would this prove true In cases of
aircraft in distress, where Isolated; a fast
plane which oo'uld cover great distance In a
short time would prove Invaluable.
The use of airplanes on transatlantic
liners would hasten the making and changing of customs laws covering the use of
aircraft. There is no doubt that the air
smuggler will be an added evil for the
to cope with in the near future,
air
and in the absence of Government
patrols It will fall to New York's flying police to cope with this problpm.
While steamship companies have not yet
taken advantage of this added feature of
safety and convenience. It Is only because

as the lifeboats.
Two days out of Liverpool the most Important mall is placed in the airplane and
the pilot takes his seat. The plane has been
made ready for flight and all lashings are
released except the automatic release which
holds the plane until the motor has Increased
to full speed. At a signal from the pilot
the plane Is released and hops from the
runway like a bird, soaring high above the
vessel, and setting a course for New York
It lands a few hours later.
Suppose that while the airplane Is getting ready for Its flight with the mall Mr.
Jones of New York city receives a wireless
that his presence Is needed in New York the
next day in order to save several thousand
Mr. Jones
dollars, or possibly millions.
e
rushes up to the captain and procures
on the ship's mHl! plane and Is landed
in New York h few hours later. He has
saved money for himself and does not mind
In the least the extra toll he has paid for
passage. This plane will prove invaluable
Mr. Jones might
in hundreds of instances.
have received a message that some one In
his family was very sick and at the point of
death, Instead of a financial matter, and been
rushed to the sick bed In the same manner.
pan-sjjg-

Vast Riches of Liberia's Wilds
Revealed to the World at Last

Safeguard Against Icebergs.

We all remember the terrible disaster
which overtook the Titanic. Rushing headlong for port through a sheet of fog she
struck an iceberg and went down within a
few hours. Many lives were lost and others
exposed to the elements. Fog Is often of a
low seated nature and while very dense in
the lower regions may leave the atmosphere
perfectly clear a few feet above the level ol
the sea. In a region where It is expected
that icebergs may be encountered a scout
plane could be sent out over the sheet of fog
How the Plan Would Work Out.
and such disaster avoided. Of course this
say
we'll
the Mauretanla
For instance,
would not work under all conditions.
..alls from Liverpool on August 24, i and It
On the other hand, a passenger on the
takes her approximately five days to cross liner wbtle two days out of New York dethe Atlantic, including the time required in velops a
serious case of sickness, with which
docking, Ac. Installed upon her after supership's doctor is unable to cope.
The
structure is a small platform, built of light the
passenger Is transferred to the airplane and
lumber and In sections so that It can be
dismantled If desired and pivoted upon a landed quickly and without discomfort at a
centre pin or axle so that it will turn In hospital In New York within a few hours.
much the same manner as a turntable and Experiments at the army experimental stacan be swung in eltber direction on the tion, McCOok Field, Dayton, Ohio, have
Upon this platform rests a fast proved that the sick can be carried in an
beam.
cruiser plane, fully equipped and with In- airplane with far more comfort than In any
flatable floats attached Just over the wheels other conveyance.
The fact that these planes can land upon
of tho chassis.
The plane's crew has seen
to it that two days emergency ration, for the water renders It possible to transfer
use in case of accident, and water have been passengers at sea without the necessity of

HE SUN AND NEW YORK HERALD
a few weeks ago was probably the
first newspaper in our country to
announce that Liberia, in West Africa, had
Just come into view as very rich In natural
resources, both agricultural and mineral. It
is nearly as large as the State of New York,
fronts on the Atlantic for about 300 miles
and its coast belt is only about twenty miles
wide.
North of the coast belt the whole
country Is a vast forest through which Sir
Alfred Sharpe of England has recently penetrated. He has informed the Royal Geographical Society of the enormous population of this, till now, unknown forest land
and of the unexpected resources, Including
gold and other minerals, that await develNEVADA . NOTE SMALL
PLANE ABOARD U.S-S- .
opment there.
v
REQUIRED
HOUSING.
BPACE
The new facts that open this pleasant
prospect
were
through
for
Liberia
obtained
ships changing their course, and while many
Everv thing proposed in the foregolna
miles apart Neither ship would need to paragraphs has been proved possible by the the recent explorations of Sir Alfred Sharpe,
slow down or stop, except when the one activities of the United States Navy. It is one of the most trustworthy and conservapicked up the passenger and the other picked as common to launch planes from the decks tive of the later explorers of Africa. He was
knighted by the British Government in
up the plane.
of our battleships as it is to launch boats,
190S for his exploration in the upper Congo
basin, his accurate mapping of Lake Meru,
discovered by Livingstone, and for the part
he took In bringing peace to Northern Rhodesia, long harassed by turbulent natives.
He has made a great contribution to our
They were without capital, without supKnowieoge or UDena ana nas just puousneu
port, without credit. The greater part of the his first report of the work he did In the
people applied to refused to believe In the great forest hinterland which no explorer
future of a work that the wisdom of the age had entered for any considerable distance.
condemned. They' did not even hesitate to
DeHard Travelling in Liberia.
cull the attempt a folly.
The Sisters found a modest apartment :n
He found that it would be very difficult
the Rue Saint Dominique. Their furniture to cross Liberia from south to north beonsisted of six old chairs, which they Were cause all the many rivers flow through the
forest from north to south and, therefore,
The work' proposed by these societies is obliged to carry from room to room as occarequired, a few cooking utensils, almost would not help him on his way northward.
practically the same as that of the Salvation sion
past
using,
two
wooden tables, so infirm with He therefere sailed friwn Liberia northwestArmy, and it Is an Interesting coincidence
age that it was quite difficult to keep them ward to Freetown, the port nnd capital of
that these works were begun about the same landing,
and a chest of drawprs without a the British colony of Sierra Leone, where he
time (1565), the one in France by a Cathlock. These things were all triat the house loaded his heavy bundles of trade goods on
olic priest, the other in England by a Methcontained.
a railroad train that took him to' the northodist minister.
Aa for food, they depended literally unor western corner of Liberia.
There he hired
The Little Sisters of the Assumption rethe petition, "dive us this day our dally many black Llberian carriers from day to
ceive widows into their organization, which bread."
day, for none of them would go far from
hi not usually the case in Catholic sisterhlf. own home.
hoods.
of
Growth
the Order.
He crossed the country" from Its northwestIf the references of the novice who wishes
But they lived and worked. Within fifteen ern to Its northeastern corner, nnd then for
to join ig order in America are satisfactory years from the time
the Mother Superior months he mad" his way southwesterly
she Is kept in the convent for about a year with her seven children began "so humbly n through the forest till
he reached Monrovia,
and given such duties as in the judgment of the Rue S;'.Ir.t Dominique there were
eleven the capital of Liberia, on the Atlantic coast,
the Mother Superior will test her fitness for large, flourishing houses of these Sisters In in his zigzag course he
travelled more than
the life.
Paris, and they were .preparing to start 400 miles and nearly all of the Journey was
At the expiration of this year if she he still
through territory that no white man had seen
mnches In London and Lyons.
zealous for the cause she is sent to Paris,
It is of this order that Zola Ipeakt in his before. It was hard travelling: for the
serves
where she
for two or three years "Lourdes."
Journey was chiefly through heavily timbered
longer.
country.
Some of these Sisters always accompany
At the expiration of ten years a Sister may the sick poor that go on this annual excurSharpe made many interesting discoveries
take what is termed her final vows.
No sion to the grotto of "Our Lady of Lourdes." in this land. One was that the native popuvows, however, are required for Les Dames Among the many to whom Zola's story of lation Is very large. Probably 200.000
people
Servantes. These women may and do fulfil Lourdes gaUe offence are the Little Sisters of live there among the high trees. Th explorer
their society obligations and their duties as the Assumption.
mentions eight towns he saw with a populawives and mothers.
Zola speaks of one of these Sisters who tion of 1.000 to 2.500 each. The houses are built
The priest who founded this order of the figures In the story as having been a fourid-'llnhtefiy on hill tops. Towns of such size havt.
Little Slaters thought that a woman can gel
This Is denied by the Sisters, who deem hitherto been almost unknown in parts of
into a family, and Influence that family, or it little short of libel on their order. Almost barbarous Africa where
even Influence a dyed in the wool rascal of all the various orders of Sisters make It a whites has not yet begun the influence of the
to prevail.
a man more easily than any man ran, even requirement
admission Into their order
The oil palm is a native of west tropical
If that man be a priest, hence he Intrusted fhnt there be no tache on the
birth.
Africa districts at the head of the Gulf of
the first steps to a woman, and the first
The child must have been born of respect- Uulnea. But now vastly larger fields of
the
Mother Superior was a young nun known to able parents and In honorable wedlock. Tt ell palm are suddenly
brought Into view In
the world as La Here Marie de Jem.
la claimed that this requirement Is not a
Liberia, and there Is probably enough to
The Little Sisters of the Assumption began dogma but is rather the wisdom of expesupply the world's demand for palm oil for
their life as an organization in Paris in
rience.
nil time to come. This is a very notable dispoverty. In their first years hey suN
The t rst Mother Superior of the Little Sls-tt- covery. For many years palm o has
been
fered all that poverty can bring. cold and
of the Assumption died In Paris. Sepsent to Marseilles and other European cenhunger.
The cause for which they were tember 18, 1881. after a long and painful ill-tra for the manufacture of soap and candles.
pledged was not deemed practical even by
ss. Her life had been one of abnegation and The supply has never
been equal to the dethe priests and nuns.
labor.
mand, but with t ha new field now opened b
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Servants of the Poor Recruited From the Wealthy
DAMES SERVANTES,

which

b

LESFrench for lady servants, Is an aux- Titled
iliary of the Little Sisters of the As
sumption, a French Catholic order of Sisters which is doing much the same work
among the sick poor as that done by tin
Plum Sisters of the Salvation Army. These
Lady Servants are Catholic women of good
They arn recruited from
social position.
among the wealthy, for the reason that the
poor would not have the spare time to do
the work required by Une Dame Servants.
By the aid of the. executive committee of
Le.-- ;
Dames Servantes the Little Sisters of
the Assumption established their first house
In the United States at 312 East Fifteenth
treet, New York city, some twenty years or
tore ago. These Sisters nurse the sick poor
in their own homes. By the rules of their
order they are forbidden to nurse in any
family that can afford to pay. The nursing
Sister may not receive any reward or remuneration whatsoever for her labors. They
may not even take a glass of water or a
rust of bread or an hour's sleep In the
house In which they are nursing.
They nurse the sick poor without regard
creed or color, and the poorer the people

Women Among Members of Order
Which Shows Remarkable Growth
spite Great Self Sacrifices Involved

are the nioro sure they are of receiving the
prompt attention of the Sisters.
When one of these Sisters is called to
tiurse In a very poor family she not alone
administers the medicine to the Invalid at
proper intervals, but if there be little
children she washes and dresses them, sne
cooks the food for the family, washes the
dlstoes, mends the children's clothes, scrubs
the floors if necessary.
In short, she does
everything which the laborer's wife should
do if she were well. It Is with good Intent
that the words "shouM do" are used, for the
dirt which improvidence and Indolence often
permit to accumulate Is a prolific cause of
sickness.
Into almost every poor family where the
Sisters go they find the children sadly in
need of clothes. In America it is in this respect that their auxiliaries, the Lady Servants of the Poor, are chiefly useful. Once a
week these ladles meet and cut and make up
garments for tho poor.
In Europe Les Dames Servantes number
microphone ispplled to the
scores of titled and wealthy ladies, who have
of fire damp In mines. This is
known every refinement and luxury of
Its principle:
If sound waves from wealth from their birth up. These ladles
wo pipes of equal pitch impinge' on microregularly go out with the Sisters, wash the
phones connected in series with a telephone, dirty faces of tho children, wash dishes, do
a clear note is heard, but If one of the pfpes nil the work that the Sisters themselves do.
emits a slightly different note, beats will be
Our American Lady Servants have not yet
litnrti In the telephone.
reached that state of
Here Is the application: One pipe Is placed
It was the intention of the founder of the
In the mine, the other above the ground and order, a Dominican priest In Paris, to reach
thty are blown simultaneously.
If the air a helping hand to the very poor, to labor
in the mine Is charged with fire damp, it will among and for the vory poor. By his guid,itoduce a different note from that produced ance and under his directions the mother
ly clear air. owing to the difference of house of the Little Sisters of tho Assumpdensity, and In onseojaanot, a series of beats tion was started In Paris about fifty years
in the telephone
warning of the pres-- 1 ago. A society of men called the Fraternlte
nee of fire damp.
de Notre Dame de Salut was founded. The
The same apparatus Is very sensitive to women workers In this society are called
Um presence of coal gas.
the Daughters of Santa Monica,
i

Microphone Detective
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they have been so occupied with war matters and are Just getting their ships back
There
from their respective governments.
Is little doubt that this method of speeding
up the malls will be used in the future,
inasmuch as It will not be many months
before the British establish regular transatlantic service by the airway.
While they are building aircraft to mak'
200 miles an hour, the type of scout now In
use makes an average of 125 miles. If, when
hours ou'
the Mauretanla Is twenty-fou- r
of Liverpool, a plane goes out with mail and
drops It upon the decks of this vessel, and
this mall is placed In the ship's plane, which
hours later for
leaves the ship twenty-fou- r
New York the mail time between Liverpool
and New York would be cut to less than
thirty-si- x
hours.
In the future mall will travel between
New York and Liverpool In ten hours; but
while patiently waiting for this to be developed we can hasten the present mall
time, which has not been reduced In some
years, by carrying hail and passenger planes
on board our ocean liners.
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the discovery of Sir Alfred Sharpe the usefulness of the oil palm will be greatly enlarged.
Sir Alfred says that wherever In Afrtoi
he oil palm exists in fair quantity the
Hulldlng of a railroad on that account alone
will pay. He mentions the country of Siena
Leone, at whose railroad stations there Ih
keen competition for the purchase of palm
kernels from natives. The oil palm, he
adds, "grows throughout the hinterland of
Liberia In abundance, and, given rallroadr
to the coast, a large trade In oil and oil
ktrnels will quickly develop."
I

.

Seas Railroad Opportunity.

The richest belts of the oil palm In Ll
berla, he says, are fifty miles Inland from
the ocean, northward to about the northern
border of the country. Much cotton Is also
grown and every village weaves its own
c oining.
He says that Liberia Is probably

richer In agricultural products than any
other portion of West Africa, and he mentions the fact that projects are now In
hand which, he hopes, will result In the Investment of large sums of money in
d
rall-roa-

building.
The natives of the equatorial forests of
West Africa usually have been found to be
dwarfed and hostile, but Sir Alfred Sharpe
found the forest folk of Liberia to be full
grown, Industrious and among the most
amiable natives he had seen in Africa. The
men clear away the trees to make room for
their farms. Every essential required for
development is there, and Sir Alfred says
that "development Is sure to come sooner
cr later. The Llberian Government haahad
many difficulties to contend with In the
past, but with the help and advloe of the
Powers Interested there seems every prospect of a great future for the country."

Luanda's Experience
ITTING in the same seat with me In
a Broadway car this morning," said
Lucinda, "was a very presentable
and well mannered young roan who got on
two or three blocks below my street. I was
sitting in the end of the seat by the window and, of course, this newcomer took the
vacant seat by the aisle, being careful not
to encroach upon my space.
"For a little time he looked straight ahead,
but then he turned and looked towajA me.
This action he repeated two or three times,
looking to the front and then turning his
head to look at me; and I wondered kf It
could by any possibility be somebody I
knew, or could It be somebody who thought
he knew me. Then I thought that perhaps
he wasn't looking at me at all but looking
past me out the car window at something,
and once I permitted myself to turn my
own head in that direction to see if there
was anything there unusual, which there
wasn't as far as I could see. I didn't understand it, but the next time he turned his
t,

i

head toward
" 'Madam,'
creeping up
"I looked

me he spoke:
he said, 'there is a tiny beetle
your coat collar.'
down. Horrors!
There was
that little black bug on my white collar
slowly creeping and now within an Inch of
the top.
" 'U you will permit me,' he continued, 'I
will snap it off,' which, with my grateful
acquiescence
he did, and ha did It so
smoothly and delicately that he never placed
even the slightest pressure on the collar.
"He was a nice young gentleman, don't
you think?"
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